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REPRESENTATIONS AND USE OF CAS 163it is needed to study the sheme: Heun equation → Heun1 equation →Fuhsian system. The orresponding relations: 1) are not unique, 2) giveraise to additional symmetries between equations. We need to regret thatthe orresponding alulations are very ompliated and various CAS areneeded to perform them. We used Maple for this purpose.in this publiation we present three topis whih seems to be eletibut they shaw di�erent aspets of the theory of Heun equation.1. Linear 2× 2 system related to Heun equation.2. A new representation of Heun1 equation and series for its solution.3. Four-parametri subfamily of onuent Heun equation with addedapparent singularity is onstruted whose solutions have integralrepresentations.
§1. Heun equation and orresponding 2× 2 systemHere we �nd a partiular 2×2 system whih is generi for Heun equation.For this purpose we use \polynomial rotation" with matrix R whih addsone needed parameter. Assume that we take matrix R asR = ( z(z − 1) �z0 (z − t) ) : (1)Then the inverse matrix to R isR−1 = �−1( z − t 0

−�z z(z − 1) ) : (2)Let vetor ~w be the solution of the 2× 2 system~w′ = �−1R−1S ~w = T ~w; (3)where �(z) =∏3j=1(z − zj) andS = ( �z + e1 e2e3z � ) : (4)Values z1 = 0; z2 = 1; z3 = t are loations of �nite singularities of thesystem under onsideration. Parameters �; �; e1; e2; e3 obey a partiularrelation (Fuhs relation) whih will be written below.As a result matrix T takes the formT = �−1 ( (z − t)(�z + e1) e2(z − t)
−z(��z + �e1 + e3(z − 1)) z(�(z − 1)− �e2) ) : (5)



164 A. YA. KAZAKOV, S. YU. SLAVYANOVSolving system for w1 we obtain the seond order equationw′′(z)− (trT + T ′12T−112 )w′(z) + (det T − T ′12T−112 T11 − T ′11)w(z) = 0: (6)Calulation of inluded in (6) oeÆients givesT ′12T−112 = 1z + 1z − 1trT = −
e1z +(�+ e1 + �e2t− 1) 1z − 1 +(� −

�e2t− 1) 1z − tdetT = �−1(��z + e1� + e2e3)T ′12T−112 T11 − T ′12 = −�(z − t):Then seond order equation (6) takes the formw′′(z) +(1− e1z +(1 + e1 + �− �̃e2z − 1 )+ � + �̃e2z − t )w′(z)+�−1(��z − �(z − t) + e1� + e2e3)w(z) = 0; (7)where for simpliity we denoted� = �̃(1− t):One an see that equation (7) oinides with standard Heun equation upto rede�ning the parametersy′′(z) + 3∑j=1 1− �jz − zj y′(z) +(�(� − 1)z(z − 1) + �−1H) yz = 0; (8)where parameters �, �, e1, e2, �̃ are related to harateristi exponentsat fuhsian singularities and parameter e3 is related to aessory parame-ter H .The Fuhs relation for harateristi exponents in (7) reads�− 1 + � + e1 − e1 − �+ �̃e2 + 1− � − �̃e2 = 1is satis�ed automatially.Hene, we found fuhsian system 2× 2 equivalent to Heun equation.



REPRESENTATIONS AND USE OF CAS 165
§2. Solutions of the deformed Heun equationHere we fous on equations whih are denoted as deformed Heun equa-tions and on its solutions.Beyond routine omputation the symmetrized presentation of a de-formed Heun equation is given (to our knowledge a new one).If an apparent singularity at the point z0 = q is added to the fourregular singularities z1 = 0; z2 = 1; z3 = t; z4 = ∞ in Heun equation, weobtain a deformed Heun equation [4,5℄ and will use the notation Heun1 forsuh an equation. We assume that all �nite singularities are real and that0 < q < 1=2; t > 1. With a proper normalization of parameters Heun1equation reads�(z)w′′ +{ 3∑j=1 �j�j(z)− �(z) 1z − q}w′+{��(z − t)− �3(t)H + ��3(q)(z − t)z − q }w = 0; (9)where �(z) = z(z − 1)(z − t), �j(z) = �(z)=(z − zj). Whenever a Heunequation depends on 6 parameters, a Heun1 equation (15) depends on 8parameters with parameters q; � added to the list. Parameters �; �; �jmust satisfy the Fuhs ondition3∑j=1 �j − �− � = 2: (10)Further on we assume that �1 > 1: (11)In addition the following neessary ondition (absene of logarithmiterms) holds �3(t)H = �(q)�2 + (�3(q) + �(q))� + ��(q − t); (12)where �(q) = 3∑j=1 �j�j(q): Hene, the atual number of parameters is di-minished by one while aessory parameter H an be exluded resulting



166 A. YA. KAZAKOV, S. YU. SLAVYANOVin �(z)(w′′ −
w′z − q)+( 3∑j=1 �j�j(z))w′ + ��zw

−

{�(q)(�2 − �z − q)+( 3∑j=1 �j�j(q))�+ ��q}w = 0: (13)If we introdue the operator D = ddzequation (13) an be presented in a symmetrial wayP (D; z)− P (�; q) = 0: (14)Our purpose would be to study solutions of equation (13) as series in theviinity of apparent singularity z = q.In order to study solutions at the point z = q it is onvenient to sub-stitute z = x + q with following mapping of singularities x1 = −q; x0 =0; x2 = 1− q; x3 = t− q and obtain(x3+r(q)x2+s(q)x+�(q)){w′′−
w′x}+{u(q)x2+ v(q)x+�(q)}w′+ ��(x + q)− (�(q)(�2 − �x ) + ��(q) + ��q)w = 0; (15)where s(q) = 3∑j=1 �j(q); r(q) = 3∑j=1 qj ; q1 = 0; q2 = 1; q3 = t;u(q) = 3∑j=1 �j ; �(q) = 3∑j=1 �j�j(q); v(q) = 3∑j=1 �jqj :The loal solution at apparent singularity x = 0 is sought in the formw(x) = ∞∑k=0 akxk : (16)The �rst equation arising at equating the terms after substituting series(16) into equation (15) would bea1 = �a0:Two linearly independent solutions w1 and w2 an be introdued.



REPRESENTATIONS AND USE OF CAS 167Either A: a0 = 0; a1 = 0; a2 = 1 → w1(x)or B: a0 = 1; a1 = �; a2 = 0; → w2(x):In ase A the system for oeÆients ak reads�(q)(k + 1)(k + 3)ak+3 + ((k + 2)(ks(q) + �(q)) + �(q)�)ak+2+((k + 1)((k − 1)r(q) + v(q)) − �(q)�2 − �(q)�)ak+1+(k(k − 2 + u(q)) + ��)ak = 0: (17)In partiular 3�(q)a3 + (2�(q) + �(q)�)a2 = 08�(q)a4 + (3(s(q) + �(q)) + �(q)�)a3 + (2v(q) − �(q)�− �(q)�2)a2 = 0:Fourth-term reursive relation (17) may be onsidered as a Pouinare-Perron type di�erene equation. Its harateristi equation reads�(q)�3 + s�2 + r� + 1 = 0: (18)Charateristi exponents �j are�1 = −1q ; �2 = −1q − 1 ; �3 = −1q − t : (19)Hene, the radius of onvergene R of series (16) would beR = min{q; 1; t} = q:In the same way other solutions in viinities of singularities is onstruted.The orresponding four-term reurrent systems for oeÆients is foundsimilar to that for ak.
§3. Integral representations for solutions of theonfluent Heun lass equationThis setion is devoted to the onuent Heun equation with single addedapparent singularity. This equation an be written asw′′(z) + [a+ �z + z − 1 −

1z − �]w′(z)+ 1z(z − 1) [a�z + L+ �z − �]w(z) = 0: (20)



168 A. YA. KAZAKOV, S. YU. SLAVYANOVWe shall all it Heun1 in what follows. Here parameter L takes a speialvalue,L= −
(a(�−�)(�3−�2−�)+� �(�−1)+� �+ �2−2��+�� (�− 1) ; (21)whih guarantees that point z = � is an apparent singular point of theequation. The residue of the oeÆient at w′(z) at the point z = � equalsto the negative integer (here it is -1), this value de�nes the order of theapparent singular point (here it equals to 1). Note, that apparent singu-larity is determined by the following ondition: equation has singularity atthis point, but all its solutions are holomorphi near this point. Comparingequation (20) and onuent Heun equationw′′(z) + [a+ �z + z − 1]w′(z) + Æz + �z(z − 1)w(z) = 0; (22)one an onlude, that if z = � oinides with regular singularity of theequation (namely, z = 0 or z = 1), equation (20) an be redued to theequation (22) by substitution w(z) = (z−�)� ·u(z) at suitable value �. So,studying solutions and monodromy of equation (20) we get simultaneouslyinformation about orresponding objets related to the equation (22).Solutions of the Heun lass equations have not integral representationsin general situation, this fat greatly ompliates their analyti study. Ev-idently, if oeÆients of the equation ontain a small or large parameterone an use orresponding asymptotial tehnique in order to desribemonodromy properties of the equation. Moreover, there are some speialsituations when monodromy of the equation an be desribed in details.For instane, if one of the regular singularity is the apparent one for theequation (7) or (22), the analyti desription of theirs monodromy wasobtained in [6,7℄. Note, that equation an be identi�ed in these situationsas an hypergeometri lass equation, in partiular there are integral rep-resentations of solutions [8, 9℄. The aim of the present paper is searh ofsituations, when onuent Heun equation with single added apparent sin-gularity has solutions expressed by ontour integrals. Equation (20 ) has 6free parameters a; �; ; �; �; �, we shall �nd 4-parameter situations, whensolutions have integral representations. Note, that our results orrespondto the arbitrary values of the harateristi parameters a; �;  and aes-sory parameter �, so the \genuine" singularities of the equation will be ingeneral situation.



REPRESENTATIONS AND USE OF CAS 1693.1. Auxiliary system of equations and its integral symmetry.So, we look for equation (20) whose solutions an be expressed by ontourintegrals. Let onsider the next system of equations(zA+B)W ′(z) = CW (z); (23)where A, B, C { are onstants 3×3 matries,W (z)=(w1(z); w2(z); w3(z))Tis 3-vetor funtion. If matrix C has zero olumn (let it be the third ol-umn), the system (23) is rewritten asW ′(z) = (zA+B)−1CW (z); (24)and it an be deomposed into a system for funtions w1(z); w2(z), andseparate equation for w3(z). So, the funtion w3(z) an be expressed interms of w1(z); w2(z). The system for funtions w1(z); w2(z) an be re-dued to the salar di�erential equation of the seond order for funtionw2(z), and suitable hoie of the matrix oeÆients A; B; C generatesequation (20). Then one omponent of the vetor-funtion W (z) will bea solution of the equation (20), and other omponents will be expressedthrough it.The following statement an be proven by integration by parts, (seedetails in [15℄).Theorem. Let Y (t) be a solution of the system(tA+B)Y ′(t) = (C + �A)Y (t); (25)branhing in a viinity of the regular singular point, L be a Pohhammerontour, embraing point t = z and this regular singularity, then vetor-funtion W (z) = ∫L (z − t)−1−�Y (t)dt; (26)is a solution of the system (23), branhing in a viinity of the same regularsingularity on omplex plane z.The matrix C + �A has in general situation nonzero third olumn,therefore the system (25) an not be redued to the salar di�erentialequation of the seond order. Let U be a onstant 3×3 - matrix. Considergauge transform Y (t) = U−1V (t): (27)Then 3-vetor-funtion V (t) = (v1(t); v2(t); v3(t))T is a solution of thesystem V ′(t) = U(tA+B)−1(C + �A)U−1V (t): (28)



170 A. YA. KAZAKOV, S. YU. SLAVYANOVAssume that the next relations hold,
[U(tA+B)−1(C+ �A)U−1]13=[U(tA+B)−1(C+ �A)U−1]23=0: (29)Then system (28) an be split into the system for the funtions v1(t), v2(t)and equation for the funtion v3(t). Respetively, system for the funtionsv1(t), v2(t) an be redued to the salar di�erential equation of the seondorder for the funtion v2(t). Then funtion v3(t) an be expressed in termsof funtion v2(t) by integration. We onsider this situation in what follows.Relations (29) generate a rather ompliated system of algebrai equa-tions for the parameters of matries A; B; C; U and for the parameters ofthe initial equation (20). This system an be analyzed with help of om-puter algebrai system like Maple or Mathematia, its partiular solutiongenerates the equation (20) whih solutions have integral representations.3.2. Equation whih solutions have integral representations. Thefull desription of needed alulations is too umbersome. They an berestored from the sript in Maple, whih an be found in Appendix. Thissript does not ontain results of step by step alulations, the results ofalulations are given for some strings only, where oeÆients of equationsare alulated.In aordane with results of the sript, oeÆients of initial equationare given by the following relations. Funtion w(z) = w2(z) is a solutionof the equation w′′(z) +M1(z)w′(z) +N1(z)w(z) = 0; (30)M1(z) = a− (z − �)−1 + −�1 + 1z + −�2 + 1z − 1 ; (31)N1(z) = 1z(z − 1) [−a�2z + �1�2 + ��2z − �] : (32)This equation is a speial ase of equation (20). It has 4 free parametersa; �1; �2; �, whih de�ne the behavior of solutions in viinities of singularpoints, and aessory parameter equals to ��2. Position of the apparentsingularity z = � and another parameter of equation an be expressed interms of these free parameters.Further, sript ontains the oeÆients of equation for the funtionv(t) = v2(t), v′′(t) +M2(t)v′(t) +N2(t)v(t) = 0; (33)M2(t) = a+ 1− �1 − �t −

1t− �̃ ; (34)



REPRESENTATIONS AND USE OF CAS 171N2(t) = 1t [−a�+ �̃t− �̃] ; (35)where �̃ = �� (a�+ � �1 − �1)a� �+ �� �1 − ��− � �1 − ��2 ; (36)�̃=[a�(��(a�+��1)−�(�+�2)2+��2(a�+��1)−��1(�+ �2))]−1
×�(a2�2��1 + 2a���12(�−1)+��13(�−1)2−a�2(�+�1)(�+ �2)
−���2�1 − �� �1(��1 + ��2 + �1�2) + � �1(�+ �1)(�+ �2)): (37)As it follows from these relations, equation (33) is a onuent hypergeo-metri equation with added apparent singularity of the �rst order. Thisequation was disussed reently in [7℄, where its monodromy was alu-lated. In partiular, it was shown, that solutions of this equation an beexpressed by ontour integrals.Equation for the funtion v3(t) an be written ast(t− 1) ddtv3(t) = S1(t)v1(t) + S2(t)v2(t) + t(�2 + �)v3(t);where S1;2(t) are polynomials of the seond degree in t. We omit theirs ex-pliit expressions for the brevity. Taking into aount relations (26), (27),we onlude, that solutions of the equation (30) have integral representa-tions.Remark 1. Equation (33) has single regular singularity t = 0. But theequation for the funtion v3(t) has regular singularity t = 1, thereforein aordane with (26), (27) solution w2(z) has two branhing pointsz = 0; z = 1.Remark 2. Parameters �, �, inluded in the relations (36), (37), are notonneted with parameters of equation (30). Parameter � de�nes matrixelements of matrix U . Parameter � de�nes the kernel of integral transform(26) and oeÆients of the equation (33).3.3. Summary and onluding remarks. Existene of ntegral repre-sentations of solutions of equation (30) means that its monodromy an beexpressed in expliit terms.Equation (20) has rih set of symmetries, whih onnet solutions of theequations with di�erent parameters.1. There are elementary symmetries, whih arise at simple transformsof the equation (20). Firstly, they appear at substitution of variables



172 A. YA. KAZAKOV, S. YU. SLAVYANOVz = 1 − s, whih interhanges singular points. Evidently, suh substitu-tion hanges the oeÆients of the equation(20), but its struture staysunhanged. Further, there are s-homotopi substitutions w(z) = z1−�u(z),w(z) = (1 − z)1−v(z). These substitutions transform solutions holomor-phi at a singular point into solutions branhing at this singularity andvie versa. There is symmetry of the equation (20) onneted with sub-stitution w(z) = exp(−az)v(z), whih transforms asymptoti behavior ofsolutions in a viinity of irregular singularity z = ∞.2. Equation (20) has integral symmetries. Euler integral symmetry wasstudied in [10℄. Another integral symmetry whose kernel is solution of theonuent hypergeometri equation was obtained in [11℄.3. There are gauge symmetries of the equation (20), see details in [12℄.We emphasize that these symmetries onnet solutions of the equations.It means, that these symmetries an be expressed in terms of monodromyof the orresponding equations, see details in [13, 14℄. Respetively, mon-odromy an be expliitly alulated for the equations, whih are results ofthe appliation the desribed symmetries to equation (30).Here is the summary of our results. It is derivation Heun lass equation,onuent Heun equation with added apparent singularity, whose solutionsan be desribed by ontour integrals. This equation has 4 free parameters,whih determine the harateristis of the singular points and aessory pa-rameter. This fat is di�erent from the situations disussed in artiles [6{9℄,where one of singular points was an apparent singularity. This is urrentlythe most general Heun lass equation, whose solutions an be expressedin terms of ontour integrals. There were some other attempts to desribeHeun lass equations with solutions expressed by ontour integrals. Firstof all, there are situations when Heun equation an be redued to the hy-pergeometri one [16℄. This situation generates Heun equations with 2 freeparameters. Diret fatorization of the Heun equation [17℄ generates Heunequation with 3 free parameters.Note, that gauge transforms disussed in [12℄ ating on solutions ofHeun equations with 2 added apparent singularities generate another freeparameter. It would be interesting to obtain an analogue of presented hereresults for the Heun equations with two added apparent singularities.3.4. Appendix. Here is enlosed a Maple sript that implements thealulations for the onstrution of the equation(30). It ontains detailsof alulation of the oeÆients of this equation, whih is a speial aseof the equation (20). Further, this sript desribes the alulation of the



REPRESENTATIONS AND USE OF CAS 173oeÆients of the equation (33). In aordane with the sript, solutionsof the equation (30) an be expressed as ontour integrals.
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